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BACKGROUND

RESULTS

RESULTS CONT.
● VAS (Visual Analog Scale) score for postoperative pain was lowest in the bonetissue-bone group at a mean of 0.9 (P = 0.0360).
● Bone-tissue-bone reconstruction had the highest percentage of “excellent”
functional outcomes at 64.5% (P < 0.0001).
● DASH/QuickDASH score was best in bone-tissue-bone patients at a mean of
9.7 (P < 0.0001), while PRWE score was best in tenodesis patients at a mean of
37.8 (P = 0.0255).
● There were no statistically significant differences in grip strength, range of
motion, or SL gap and SL angle among the 3 surgical techniques.

● Injury to the scapholunate (SL) interosseous ligament is one of the most
common causes of carpal instability.
● Despite various treatment algorithms that consider stage of injury,
extent of damage to secondary ligament stabilizers and arthritic
changes1, there is no consensus on the optimal technique for surgical
management of SL instability.
● A systematic review and meta-analysis was conducted to comparatively
review the available evidence of clinical and radiographic outcomes
among 3 major technique groups (capsulodesis, tenodesis, and bonetissue-bone reconstruction) (table 1) in order to better guide
management of SL ligament injuries.

METHODS
● 1,172 patients from 42 studies were assessed (Figure 1), for which
standardized data extraction and analysis was performed.
● The heterogeneity of patient-reported outcome measures necessitated
a modified classification system to group results into categories
comparable across studies.
● Weighted means were used to do comparisons for continuous variables
using a generalized linear model, and number of events was used to do
comparisons for categorical variables using a binomial distribution.

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1. Flowchart of literature search and study selection process.

● Existing data demonstrates some benefit of bone-tissue-bone reconstruction
over capsulodesis and tenodesis in pain reduction and functional improvement
of the injured wrist.
● No significant differences among radiographic outcomes could be ascertained,
possibly due to the heterogeneity of procedures and insufficient preoperative
results reported which prevented analysis of differences between mean
preoperative and postoperative values.
● This review provides a reference for future studies as well as highlights the
need for higher-quality multi-center trials with longer-term follow-up and
more standardized outcome measures.
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